Prolonged Detection of Zika Virus RNA in Pregnant Women
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OBJECTIVE: Zika virus infection during pregnancy is a cause of microcephaly and other fetal brain abnormalities. Reports indicate that the duration of detectable viral RNA in serum after symptom onset is brief. In a recent case report involving a severely affected fetus, Zika virus RNA was detected in maternal serum 10 weeks after symptom onset, longer than the duration of RNA detection in serum previously reported. This report summarizes the clinical and laboratory characteristics of pregnant women with prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA in serum that were reported to the U.S. Zika Pregnancy Registry.

METHODS: Data were obtained from the U.S. Zika Pregnancy Registry, an enhanced surveillance system of pregnant women with laboratory evidence of confirmed or possible Zika virus infection. For this case series, we defined prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA as Zika virus RNA detection in serum by real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 14 or more days after symptom onset or, for women not reporting signs or symptoms consistent with Zika virus disease (asymptomatic), 21 or more days after last possible exposure to Zika virus.

RESULTS: Prolonged Zika virus RNA detection in serum was identified in four symptomatic pregnant women up to 46 days after symptom onset and in one asymptomatic pregnant woman 53 days postexposure. Among the five pregnancies, one pregnancy had evidence of fetal Zika virus infection confirmed by histopathologic examination of fetal tissue, three pregnancies resulted in live births of apparently healthy neonates with no reported abnormalities, and one pregnancy is ongoing.

CONCLUSION: Zika virus RNA was detected in the serum of five pregnant women beyond the previously estimated timeframe. Additional real-time RT-PCR testing of pregnant women might provide more data about prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA and the possible diagnostic, epidemiologic, and clinical implications for pregnant women.
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A causal relationship has been established between Zika virus infection during pregnancy and severe fetal brain abnormalities, including microcephaly. Zika virus infection also has been linked to other adverse outcomes such as fetal loss. Most Zika virus infections are asymptomatic or cause mild clinical disease. The duration of Zika virus RNA in serum is considered brief; the mean time from infection to viral clearance is reported as approximately 10 days. However, data on Zika virus RNA detection in individuals through repeated sampling are limited, and the duration of viral detection has not been studied systematically in pregnant women. A recent case report demonstrated Zika virus RNA in the serum of a pregnant woman 10 weeks after symptom onset, despite mild, short-lived maternal symptoms and an uneventful recovery. In that case, Zika virus infection contracted in the first trimester of pregnancy resulted in a severely affected fetus, and Zika virus was cultured from the fetal brain. Another pregnant woman infected with Zika virus in the first trimester, was reported to have ZIKV RNA detected in her serum 21 days after symptom onset. She experienced an early pregnancy loss at approximately 11 weeks of gestation and underwent dilation and curettage; Zika virus was cultured from amniotic fluid, placental tissue, and the fetus.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends laboratory testing for all pregnant women with possible exposure to Zika virus. The CDC previously recommended testing symptomatic pregnant women by real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) on serum collected less than 7 days after symptom onset and urine collected less than 14 days after symptom onset. Serologic testing for Zika virus immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies was recommended for symptomatic pregnant women in whom Zika virus RNA was not detected by real-time PCR or for pregnant women who did not report signs or symptoms consistent with Zika virus disease but who had a known possible exposure to Zika virus. However, because information about the duration of RNA detection is limited, some health departments extended the interval between symptom onset and sample collection for real-time RT-PCR testing and included real-time RT-PCR testing as a component of their laboratory testing for asymptomatic pregnant women.

This report summarizes the clinical and laboratory characteristics of five pregnant women with prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA in serum that were reported to the U.S. Zika Pregnancy Registry.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The U.S. Zika Pregnancy Registry was established as an enhanced surveillance initiative by the CDC in collaboration with state, tribal, territorial, and local health departments to collect and aggregate information about pregnant women with any laboratory evidence compatible with Zika virus infection or a recent flavivirus infection possibly due to Zika virus (http://www.cdc.gov/zika/hc-providers/registry.html). This prospective surveillance was determined to be a nonresearch activity by the CDC and was therefore exempt from institutional review board approval. Laboratory evidence of Zika virus infection is defined as the presence of Zika virus RNA by real-time RT-PCR in serum, urine, or amniotic fluid or the presence of anti–Zika virus IgM and Zika virus-neutralizing antibodies in serum by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and plaque reduction neutralization test, respectively.

For this case series, prolonged detection was defined as presence of Zika virus RNA detected in serum by real-time RT-PCR 14 or more days after symptom onset for symptomatic pregnant women or the presence of Zika virus RNA in serum 21 or more days after last possible exposure to Zika virus for asymptomatic pregnant women. Fourteen days after symptom onset was chosen as the timeframe for defining prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA because it accounts for the longest duration of Zika virus RNA detection in a nonpregnant person and is longer than the mean duration for detection of Zika virus RNA reported in a recent literature review by Lessler et al.

In that study, the mean duration viral RNA was detectable in blood was 9.9 days (95% confidence interval 6.8–21.4). Twenty-one days after last potential exposure was chosen for asymptomatic pregnant women because 95% of nonpregnant persons infected with Zika virus will have no detectable RNA in serum by 19 days after infection.

RESULTS
Five pregnant women with prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA in serum were reported to the U.S. Zika Pregnancy Registry in this case series. The five pregnant women with prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA included four symptomatic and one asymptomatic, and none was tested as a result of suspected or identified fetal abnormalities. These five pregnant women had travelled to or lived in one or more of
the following countries with active Zika virus transmission: Colombia, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guyana, Honduras, and Mexico. Of the five pregnant women, the duration of travel to an area with active Zika virus transmission for three ranged from 13 to 87 days; the other two travelled to the United States at approximately 21 weeks of gestation from an area with active Zika virus transmission.

Among the four symptomatic women in whom Zika virus RNA was detected by real-time RT-PCR tests 14 or more days after symptom onset, a range of 17–46 days from symptom onset to positive real-time RT-PCR test was observed (Fig. 1). All symptomatic women reported a rash; some also reported fever, arthralgia, myalgia, headache, or chills. In one pregnancy that was electively terminated (Case A), there was evidence of fetal infection: Zika virus RNA was detected in amniotic fluid and fetal tissues by real-time RT-PCR. As of July 21, 2016, one pregnancy is ongoing and the other three pregnancies resulted in live births of apparently healthy neonates with no reported abnormalities. We summarize the clinical and laboratory characteristics of the five pregnancies with prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA below (Fig. 1).

Case A
A pregnant woman in her 30s reported symptoms of fever, maculopapular rash, arthralgia, myalgia, and headache at approximately 13 weeks of gestation, 3 days after returning from travel to an area with active Zika virus transmission. Zika virus RNA was detected by real-time RT-PCR in serum, along with Zika IgM and Zika virus–neutralizing antibodies 17 days after symptom onset. At approximately 16 weeks of gestation, 25 days after symptom onset, a fetal ultrasound scan was performed and was reported to be normal. Amniocentesis was performed, and Zika virus RNA was detected by real-time RT-PCR. After discussion with her health care providers, the patient elected to terminate her pregnancy at approximately 18 weeks of gestation. Based on molecular testing performed at local and state laboratories and at the CDC, conclusive evidence of Zika virus RNA was found in skeletal muscle, bone, and placenta, but not in umbilical cord, liver, or lung tissue. Real-time RT-PCR testing of the fetal brain did not detect Zika virus RNA; however, limited brain tissue was available for testing. Immunohistochemical staining to detect Zika viral RNA of the placenta, umbilical cord, and fetal heart, spleen, liver, lung, and brain was negative at the CDC; the immunohistochemical staining method used has been described previously.13 Limited information about this case has been reported previously.14

Case B
A pregnant woman in her 20s traveled to an area with active Zika virus transmission from approximately 19 to 21 weeks of gestation. She developed fever, rash, arthralgia, and chills 5 days before her return at approximately 20 weeks of gestation. She underwent Zika virus real-time RT-PCR and serologic testing 23 days after symptom onset. Zika virus RNA was detected by real-time RT-PCR in serum, and Zika virus IgM testing was positive with Zika virus–neutralizing antibodies present. Serum real-time RT-PCR testing was not repeated. Multiple prenatal ultrasound scans during pregnancy demonstrated a fetus without abnormalities. A full-term, apparently healthy neonate with no reported abnormalities was born at approximately 39 weeks of gestation. The newborn tested negative for Zika virus by real time RT-PCR and Zika IgM antibody testing.

Case C
A pregnant woman in her 20s traveled to an area with active Zika virus transmission from approximately 14 to 17 weeks of gestation. She reported a facial rash 5 days after return from travel; Zika virus real-time RT-PCR and serologic testing was performed 7 days after symptom onset at approximately 19 weeks of gestation. Zika virus RNA was detected in serum and urine, and Zika IgM was positive with Zika virus–neutralizing antibodies present. Additional maternal serum and urine were collected for testing at the state laboratory 9, 20, 34, and 44 days after symptom onset did not detect Zika virus RNA. Real-time RT-PCR testing at the CDC Division of Vector-Borne Diseases Arbovirus Diagnostic Laboratory of serum collected 7 and 9 days after symptom onset was equivocal, the result for the serum collected 20 days after symptom onset was positive, and at 34 days after symptom onset was negative. This discrepancy in findings between the two laboratories may be a consequence of the low level of Zika virus RNA in the original sample, which might have degraded to levels lower than the threshold level for detection during sample handling and transport to the CDC.15 Prenatal ultrasound scans at approximately 22 and 26 weeks of gestation revealed a head circumference smaller than expected for gestational age at 19 cm (3rd percentile) and 23 cm (4th percentile), respectively. The most recent ultrasound scan, at approximately 38 weeks of gestation, demonstrated a fetus with a head circumference smaller than expected for gestational age (32 cm; 6th percentile). The pregnancy is ongoing.
Fig. 1. Timelines of exposure, laboratory testing, and diagnostic imaging for five pregnant women (Cases A-E) with prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA, U.S. Zika Pregnancy Registry, 2016. The cycle threshold (Ct) values for each sample ranged from 32.2 to 42.2 (positive cutoff, 38.0). All samples were tested twice; therefore the mean Ct values for each sample were calculated; the average Ct values for the samples ranged from 33.5 to 38.8. RT-PCR, real-time reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction; IgM, immunoglobulin M; HC, head circumference; PRNT, plaque reduction neutralization test.

Case D
A pregnant woman in her late teens traveled to the United States from an area with active Zika virus transmission at approximately 21 weeks of gestation. She reported having symptoms of fever and rash at approximately 20 weeks of gestation, and Zika real-time RT-PCR and serology was performed 46 days after symptom onset (26 weeks of gestation). Zika virus RNA was detected in serum; urine real-time RT-PCR was negative, and Zika IgM testing was positive. Repeat real-time RT-PCR testing 81 days after symptom onset did not detect Zika RNA in serum or urine. Multiple prenatal ultrasound scans during pregnancy demonstrated a fetus without abnormalities. A full-term, apparently healthy neonate with no reported abnormalities was born at approximately 41 weeks of gestation; the head circumference measured 36 cm.

Case E
A pregnant woman in her 30s traveled to the United States from an area with active Zika virus transmission at approximately 21 weeks of gestation. She was tested for Zika virus infection 25 days later. Zika virus RNA was detected by real-time RT-PCR in serum and urine specimens; Zika IgM testing was also positive with Zika virus–neutralizing antibodies present. She denied symptoms of Zika virus disease, and it is not known whether she had sexual contact with a partner who had traveled to or lived in an area with active Zika virus transmission after her travel to the United States; hence, the exact date range during which she may have been infected is unknown. Repeat Zika virus real-time RT-PCR on serum collected 53 days after travel from an area with active Zika virus transmission detected Zika virus RNA, and Zika IgM testing was positive with Zika virus neutralizing–antibodies present. Ultrasound scans performed at 26 and 29 weeks of gestation demonstrated no fetal abnormalities; head circumference was normal at the 25th and 20th percentiles, respectively. A full-term, apparently healthy neonate with no reported abnormalities was born at approximately 40 weeks of gestation; the head circumference measured 33 cm.

DISCUSSION
We describe five pregnant women with Zika virus infection who had prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA in serum. Four women reported symptoms consistent with Zika virus infections, and one woman was asymptomatic. This report adds to the existing evidence that Zika virus RNA in serum may be detected longer than previously expected, an observation now reported among at least eight pregnant women. These data also suggest that Zika virus RNA might be detectable for prolonged periods in some asymptomatic pregnant women.

Animal data suggest that prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA may be associated with pregnancy. In an ongoing experimental trial comparing pregnant and nonpregnant Rhesus macaques, two pregnant Zika virus–infected Rhesus macaques had detectable Zika virus RNA in serum 29 and 57 days after Zika virus infection. Three nonpregnant Rhesus macaques did not have detectable Zika virus RNA by 17 days after infection.

Prolonged detection of viral RNA during pregnancy has been observed with hepatitis E, another RNA virus that has been linked to adverse pregnancy outcomes. Delayed immune clearance of viruses from the maternal circulation may reflect altered immunity during pregnancy. Alternately, fetal infection and ongoing viral replication in the fetus or placenta might result in the transfer of viral genetic material into the maternal circulation. Although this has not yet been demonstrated for Zika virus, it has been well established that small amounts of fetal-derived genetic material can be detected in the maternal circulation.

Several limitations of this case series should be acknowledged. These cases reflect a small subset of women who were tested outside of the window of the previous testing recommendations. Because the symptoms of Zika virus disease are mild and nonspecific, symptom-onset dates might not be recorded precisely and the asymptomatic woman might have had symptoms that were unrecognized. Thus, the timing of exposure and infection for these cases was difficult to ascertain. In addition, sexual contact with a Zika virus–infected partner cannot be excluded and, thus, exposures might have been later than assumed based on travel history alone. Finally, variation in some real-time RT-PCR results were observed. The sensitivity of Zika virus RNA detection could be affected by several factors including storage time, specimen handling, processing, and temperature changes such as repeated freeze–thaw cycles. This is particularly challenging for viral infections such as Zika virus, in which the level of viremia is generally low, as observed in these samples.

Several questions remain regarding the findings of prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA. Most notably, the duration of Zika virus RNA in serum requires further investigation to determine whether there is a correlation between prolonged viral RNA detection and the presence of infectious virus. It is also not known how frequently prolonged detection of
Zika virus RNA occurs in nonpregnant persons and whether this differs by pregnancy status. Detection of West Nile viral RNA has been reported in blood donors for as long as 101 days after blood donation, which could signify that prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA following a flavivirus infection may not be unique to Zika or to pregnant women. Finally, the clinical implications of prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA are not known; more data are needed to determine whether an association exists between this finding and fetal infection.

The reported results support previous data that demonstrate prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA in serum of pregnant women. Additional real-time RT-PCR testing of pregnant women with laboratory evidence of Zika virus infection will be valuable to further explore the prevalence and clinical implications of prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA. The CDC developed the Trioplex test, a real-time (TaqMan) RT-PCR assay for the qualitative detection of Zika virus RNA and differentiation from dengue and chikungunya virus RNA in serum and cerebrospinal fluid. The test also detects Zika virus RNA in urine and amniotic fluid. Trioplex tests can be performed on equipment present in most public health laboratories, and the CDC has provided Trioplex tests to more than 79 countries across the world (Fig. 2) and can provide additional tests to laboratories globally on request.

The CDC has updated the testing recommendations for pregnant women with possible Zika virus exposure. These testing recommendations extend real-time RT-PCR testing of serum from less than 1 week after symptom onset to less than 2 weeks and also include real-time RT-PCR testing of some asymptomatic pregnant women.

Expanding real time RT-PCR testing may provide additional diagnostic information and increase the proportion of pregnant women with Zika virus infection who receive a definitive diagnosis. Importantly, a positive real-time RT-PCR test would be useful for pregnant women in whom serologic test results do not readily distinguish between Zika virus and other flaviviruses. Second, real-time RT-PCR testing of asymptomatic pregnant women could allow for a more rapid diagnosis of Zika virus infection when compared with the processing time of IgM antibody testing paired with neutralizing antibody testing. Expanded real-time RT-PCR testing in pregnant women may improve our understanding of the diagnostic, epidemiologic, and clinical implications of prolonged detection of Zika virus RNA during pregnancy.
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